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OPENING THE
DOORS TO THE
UK…
The complete commercially astute visa service for the future
entrepreneur of the UK.
We provide superb personalised assistance that will take you through every
stage of your journey, from your immigration visa application to assisting
you in setting up your business in the UK, meeting your accountancy
needs, guiding you through official compliance processes and making
introductions to market leaders in UK investments, private banks and
wealth managers.
Our courteous and expert service will make emigration to the UK an
effortless and enjoyable experience.
Our aim is to become your preferred legal providers, giving a personal
touch and holistic solution to all of your corporate legal requirements.
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ABOUT JMW
SOLICITORS
JMW Solicitors is a Top 100 law firm based in the United Kingdom
with offices located in London, Manchester and Liverpool.
A multiple award winning law firm with an exemplary track record of excellent
legal services, it boasts its recognition in the legal sector as one of the leading
full-service law firms in the United Kingdom.
At JMW we take great pride in how we treat our clients and place a great
emphasis on the traditional values of courtesy, helpfulness, sincerity, discretion
and tact. At the same time, we insist on consistently high standards of efficiency
and effectiveness.
No matter how challenging or complex the mandate, we are not satisfied until
we have delivered the highest quality, most commercially effective legal advice.
The ethos at JMW has always been to build a close and lasting relationship with
clients.
We offer a partner-led service with close partner involvement and supervision,
whilst seeking to ensure that the right expert at the right level provides the advice.
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WHY THE UK?

World leading education

Access to Europe

The UK has a world-class reputation of education

Access to Europe will continue to be possible

with renowned institutions such as Oxford,

without a visa post-Brexit for British nationals

“One of the most important things about doing business in Britain is its integrity“

Cambridge, Eton & Harrow all providing a historic

through an ETIAS travel authorisation; a process

and well-established reminder.

which would take no more than 10 minutes to

The United Kingdom is a recognised leader in the

looking to set up a business or invest in the UK,

world of business, innovation, and technology. Not

as well as by global companies, with Tata Group,

Trading nation

only does it offer countless doors of opportunity to

Infosys, TCS, Huawei Technologies and HCL all

The UK has a long history as a trading nation and

remain the number one gateway to Europe with

propel in any entrepreneurial venture you choose,

being examples of companies taking advantage of

today embraces the modern international trading

world-class transport links - with Heathrow’s

it also offers a privileged lifestyle, access to world

UK’s vibrant business scene.

principles of fair and open trade on a level and

Terminal 5, and more expansion planned for

equal basis. As a result overseas business investing

international airports, sea containers and the rail

The UK has also been identified by many businesses

in the UK can register their company, set up

network.

such as Dangote Cement, China Yangtze Power

banking facilities, start trading very quickly and

Boasting second place in being the most

and China Pacific Insurance as a country for a

receive the same support from the UK government

entrepreneurial country in the world, according

secondary listing allowing them to raise further

as any native business.

to the CEOWORLD magazine Entrepreneurship

capital from public investors through the London

Index 2019, the UK is the epicentre of personal

Stock Exchange.

renowned education and healthcare, a rich and
diverse culture and a route to settlement.

and professional growth.
In March 2020, the UK was listed as the sixth largest
economy in the world and the second largest in
Europe in terms of GDP by the IMF. UK ranks high
in the annual Global Competitiveness Reports and
the World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business Rankings.
Its GDP was expected to grow from $2,890 billion
in 2019 to $3,170 billion in 2020.
With this resilient backdrop, the UK has consistently
been a preferred destination for entrepreneurs
8

Internationally minded
The UK has long-term historical links with all

Rich and diverse market

bonds that are deeply rooted in UK culture. The UK

from Pharmaceuticals, IT, Fashion and Advanced

is also one of the leading business locations in the

Manufacturing

food

world and the best in Europe. London’s Tech City

production including world leading businesses in

now rivals Silicone Valley in the USA. International

Space Technologies, Aerospace and Automotive

companies recognise the clear commercial value

engineering. Whatever market sector you operate

that a UK presence adds to their global ambition.

to

EU member states for 3 years. Hence the UK will

Quality of life in the UK
UK residents enjoy a high standard of living,
education and recreation. Publicly funded health
care is free to all and there is a rich cultural heritage
and abundance of leisure facilities.

corners of the globe extending to strong cultural

The UK is a rich and diverse market ranging
through

complete and in turn offer unlimited access to

primary

in you will find the UK an attractive location with
customers, product innovators, suppliers and
partners easily accessible.
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DOORS TO THE UK
CORPORATE IMMIGRATION
“Excellence is the key that opens successes’ door”
The United Kingdom offers the most attractive line-up of visa routes to
entrepreneurs around the world. Its indiscriminating doors seek to attract
the passionate entrepreneur who has an innovative idea, to the experienced
established entrepreneur looking to grow its investment portfolio.
While the UK offers the doors of opportunity, we at JMW offer the keys!
Our dedicated Corporate Immigration team has assisted individuals and a wide
variety of businesses by providing a complete holistic solution to setting up a
business in the UK or making an investment.
A brief outline of options available to investors, entrepreneurs and those looking
to engage in business in the UK are explored below.
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VISA OPTIONS
“As much as you need passion to start
a business, you can’t do it on passion
alone, you must research and plan”

“Inspirational leadership will drive
a business forward, just as a lack of
leadership will hold a business back”

Business Visit Visas

Sole Representatives of Overseas Firms

The Business Visitor Visa is for business visitors,

An overseas parent company can send one

prospective entrepreneurs and visitors that are

of their senior employees to the UK as their

carrying out permitted paid engagements. The

Sole Representative in order to establish their

visa provides a 6 month stay in the UK with options

subsidiary or register a UK branch. The company

of a fast-track priority service.

must currently have no branch, subsidiary or other
representative in the United Kingdom.

Permitted

work

includes

activities

allowing

applicants to attend meetings or interviews,

At JMW Solicitors, we have strong experience in

arrange deals or sign contracts, undertake fact-

The Sole Representative visa application and have

finding missions or to be briefed about a UK

advised and assisted many large multinational

customer’s requirements. The Business Visitor

companies, Government owned entities and

visa is popularly used by applicants as a way to

SME’s in securing their first foothold in the United

plan and research their prospective projects and

Kingdom.

ventures in the UK.
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VISA OPTIONS
“Logic will get you from A to B. Imagination will
take you everywhere”
The Innovator and Start-up Visas

There is also an English language requirement at

Our immigration lawyers together with our specialist

CEFR level B2 that needs to be met as well as a

business consultants are able to provide you with a

maintenance requirement.

complete solution to successfully obtain this visa.

replaces the previous Tier 1 Entrepreneur visa.

The visa will enable you to launch your business

Our team of experienced advisors will hold an initial

It provides an exciting opportunity to set up a

idea in the UK and also provides a route to

consultation with you in order to discuss how we may

business in the United Kingdom with little or no

settlement for you and your family after 3 years.

assist you in translating your innovative idea into a strong

The United Kingdom offers a new business visa
route geared towards the Innovators which

initial investment.

Innovator Visa

Start-up Visa

pitch detailing core aspects of your business model. We
will then present this concept to appropriate endorsing

The Start-up visa is an attractive category for the

bodies and gauge feedback as to whether your idea is

If you have an idea which you believe is original and

young, dynamic innovator who is looking to step

likely to receive the required endorsement or not.

innovative, then the innovator visa route could be

into the world of business for the very first time.

an option for you. Contrary to the misconception

The most exciting feature of this category is that

Once positive feedback has been received from a

that this visa route is reserved for technological

there is no initial investment required.

Home Office endorsing body, we then work hand

innovators, it is in fact encompassing of almost all

in hand with you to assist you in gaining a Home

areas of innovation. The crux of the application is

The route is similar to the innovator category

Office endorsement letter and a visa through the visa

to have a sound innovative idea that is viable and

as you must demonstrate that you have an

application stage of the process.

scalable which has been approved by a Home

innovative idea which has been endorsed by an

Office endorsing body.

approved Home Office endorsing body. Although

Unique to JMW is our ability to gauge the approval

the English language requirement stands, there is

of the endorsing body prior to diving deeper into

For this visa route you are required to demonstrate

no need to demonstrate past experience. This visa

the application process. Through this process JMW

that you have an innovative business idea, are an

provides a route to settlement for you and your

has become one of the few law firms in the UK

experienced business person and in possession of

family after 5 years.

successfully completing numerous applications for

£50,000.
14

innovators and start-ups.
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VISA OPTIONS
“Someone is sitting in the shade today because someone
planted a tree a long time ago”

Tier 1 Investor Visa
For high net worth individuals wishing to invest

The visa gives individuals the freedom to work,

considerable sums of money into the UK economy,

form a business or simply reside in the UK without

the Tier 1 Investor visa is an attractive prospect.

any ties to employment.

Investors may also

choose to not work at all. Essentially under this
The Investor visa requires a minimum investment

visa category you are free of most restrictions.

of £2 million into share or loan capital, of an active
and trading UK company. It allows you to remain

There is no English language and your dependents

in the UK for a total of 5 years before acquiring

are able to reside with you in the UK throughout

permanent residency, as long as the requirements

the course of your stay, and also obtain citizenship

are met. The route also leads to British Citizenship.

once they qualify.

This visa is particularly attractive to those wanting

At JMW we will not only make sure you are eligible

to undertake employment in the UK or set up a

and take care of the details of your application,

business without the restrictions associated with

we will also help you make the correct ‘qualified’

other visa categories.

investment by making introductions to trusted
investment firms.
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VISA OPTIONS

The applicant must be paid an appropriate salary

prior to the date of their application unless there

(in most cases a minimum of £20,480) and must

gross annual salary will be in excess of £73,900.

meet an English language and maintenance

“A business is only as good as its people. An engaged and motivated workforce
doesn’t just happen by accident”

requirement. Skilled workers can only be employed
if the position is at NQF Level 3 or above or the
role is on the published Shortage Occupation list.

Sponsor Licence and Workers
An employer who wishes to employ an overseas
worker or bring an existing employee from their

We also provide on-going support to ensure

Further an applicant must not own more than

that employers remain fully compliant with the

10% shareholding in the organisation providing

stringent regulations at all times.

Sponsorship unless they fall under the High Earner

organisation overseas would need a Home

We advise and help employers create best practice

Office Sponsor Licence to issue a Certificate of

policy and procedures, issue certificates of

Sponsorship. They would need to demonstrate

sponsorship on behalf of employers for individuals

that the job vacancy is genuine and the suitable

who have been offered a job and also provide full

candidate is an overseas national.

assistance to them in obtaining entry clearance/

As an employer holding a Sponsor Licence you
pledge that you will accept the responsibilities of
sponsorship.
The process of obtaining a Sponsor Licence very
often includes the need to conduct an audit of
the company’s HR policies and procedures as the
Home Office can carry out a site visit to review
the company’s HR systems and processes prior to
issuing the Licence.

leave to remain once a certificate of sponsorship
has been issued.

category.

Intra Company Transfers:

	
This allows you to transfer employees under
a graduate trainee programme to undertake
specialist roles. The employee will need to
be a recent graduate with at least 3 months’
experience with the overseas organisation prior
to the date of their application.
Our decades of experience within our corporate

For employees whose employer has offered them

immigration team in assisting companies with

a role in the UK branch of their organisation, the

Sponsor Licence applications and the subsequent

applicant must be paid an appropriate salary and

Skilled Worker visas for their employees makes us

satisfy a maintenance requirement. There is no

exceptionally fluent in this category.

English language requirement and you would not

There are two main sub-categories in order to

need to satisfy a Resident Labour Market Test (i.e.

recruit skilled workers:

advertise for the position). This visa route does not
however lead to settlement.

Skilled Workers
For those skilled workers who have a confirmed
offer of employment in place with a UK company

There are two types of Intra-Company Transfer:
• Long-term Staff

that will act as a sponsor. The onus falls on the
business to provide clear and coherent argument

	
This allows you to transfer an employee to

We manage the entire Sponsorship Licence

as to why the job cannot be carried out by a UK

the United Kingdom for more than 12 months

process for many employers from conducting

Resident.

into a role that cannot be filled by a UK recruit.

an audit of their HR policies and procedures to

Employees will need to have worked for the

processing visa applications for their employees.

overseas organisation for at least 12 months
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• Graduate Trainee
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BUSINESS PLANS,
C O M PA N Y F O R M AT I O N
& BUSINESS TRANSFER

•	
Finding an accountancy firm to deal with your
annual accounts.
•	Introducing you to trusted tax advisors to advise
you on UK tax regimes.

Business Transfer

“Ideas are cheap. Execution is everything”

As a resident of the UK, you may wish to invest in
an existing business and become actively involved

Our professional advisors will help you to
prepare a well thought-through business plan
without you having to worry about how to write
it and what to write.
JMW will both create and advise on the most
suitable presentation of your business plan
according

to

your

specific

requirements.

Having a strong business plan which has been
well written makes all the difference should
you wish to communicate your ideas to banks,
government

institutions,

suppliers,

service

provider’s investors or business partners.
With JMW we will assist you to prepare an
enviable business plan.

Company Formation

in running it, or you may wish to fully take over a

We can assist you in navigating the technical

company to really make your mark in the UK. Both

and legal requirements in forming a company

offer exciting ways to become a significant player in

and assist you throughout the process of setting

the UK.

it up.
We can help you with such issues as:
•	
Deciding on the legal structure of your
company

wish to make major investments in high profile
organisations such as football clubs. This is the fast
track to a high media profile and public awareness
in the UK.

•	Searching to ensure your chosen company
name is available
• Established a registered office address
•	
Applying for incorporation to Companies
House
• Paying quarterly VAT bills

20

For the most visible activity of all, some of our clients

Account Opening Service
As part of JMW’s bespoke tailored services set to
meet all your needs, we offer our personal assistance
in opening a personal or business bank account
after you have entered the UK. JMW’s far reaching
connections affectively become your connections.
21

A FULL SERVICE
LAW FIRM
“Successful investing is about managing risk, not avoiding it”
JMW Solicitors’ houses experts across all areas of law; an ideal setting for an
individual looking to better spend their time than trying to find the ‘right’ expert.
A bespoke service cannot be better met than by JMW’s team of experts from
various legal sectors working together in perfect sync to bring results which
are pleasing and efficient. We give you here a brief introduction to some of our
commonly engaged departments for our business immigration clients.

22
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CORPORATE
Despite the impact on foreign investment

• Start-ups and private investment

remaining uncertain due to economic and
constitutional change, the UK rates highly

•	Company formation with standard or bespoke

for its strength in innovation, research and

articles, depending on the exact structure

development and continues to be an attractive

required

location to conduct business operations with
its flexible trading environment, strong legal

• Shareholder and subscription agreements

framework and competitive tax rates.

• LLP formation

Depending on the goals of those who wish to

• LLP agreements

set up business in the UK, there are options for
the type of entity that might be most suitable:
limited

company/subsidiary,

branch

office

and a limited liability partnership are the most

• Joint ventures and collaboration agreements
• Corporate governance
We advise on IPOs and fund raising on most domestic

common.

• Banking and debt finance

We understand that accurate scoping of

• Term sheets and investment agreements

markets and on capital reorganisations such as buy-

instructions, certainty of costs and value is
imperative for any business, whatever the stage
of development.

•	
Preliminary

agreements:

confidentiality,

non-circumvention, non-binding heads of
agreement, and exclusivity

Our large team of expert corporate lawyers at
JMW Solicitors are able to assist at every stage
of your business venture within an extensive
range of services:

24

• Registration of a branch office

backs and capital reductions.
In addition to transactional matters, we regularly
advise on corporate governance and regulatory
matters, matters arising in partnerships and LLPs,
as well as negotiating and drafting a wide range of
commercial agreements many of which are multijurisdictional.

• Acquisitions, disposals and mergers
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COMMERCIAL
CONTRACTS
Our

commercial

contracts

and

dispute

•	Properly document the arrangement in a way

resolution team prides itself on employing

which ensures your interests and commercial

effective resolution techniques that move

concerns are protected, while motivating

clients towards the result they want to achieve.

your counterparty to perform.

The team possess many years of experience and
in-depth knowledge to provide expert guidance

Our leading commercial contracts and dispute

on the most complex commercial contracts,

resolution team has extensive experience in all

with a focus on minimising any disruption to the

forms of contracts and commercial agreements,

smooth day-to-day running of the organisation.

including:

Regardless of the size or maturity of your

• Manufacturing and supply

business, we understand that your commercial
arrangements are fundamental to the success of

• Service

your business.

• Franchising

When contracting these arrangements we

• Outsourcing

understand that you need to:
• Joint ventures
•	Quickly assess the commercial and legal risks
and issues involved;
•	
Understand those risks and issues which
represent the true ‘value drivers’ in your deal;

26

• Agency and distribution

Our advice and solutions are tailored to the
circumstances of your particular transaction and your
organisation. We do not harbour preconceptions
as to the ‘right way’ to implement a solution, but

• Sponsorship

rather we utilise our extensive experience to apply a
pragmatic and flexible approach.

• Research, development and collaboration
27

INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY
JMW is regarded as one of the leading

If your business is determined to innovate in

intellectual property law practices in the UK,

your given sector, the team at JMW will be able

with our substantial sector experience enabling

to advise upon the best strategy to ensure your

us to strike the right balance between our clients’

IP rights on those innovations are both strong

aims and their legal potential.

and long lived, to ensure the maximum benefit
for your investment.

All successful businesses can trace their growth
back to their effective management of their

Our

comprehensive

range

of

intellectual

brand and intellectual property. Our team of

property services covers all aspects of IP

IP specialists will assist in ensuring that your

rights management and protection, including:

business’ brand, which attracts your target

IP training, IP registration and strategy, IP

market, is legally protected in order to prevent

infringement for the full spectrum of intellectual

others from seeking to ride on your success and

property rights including trade-marks, designs,

ultimately create a valuable and intangible asset

patents and copyright.

for your business.
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GDPR / DATA
PROTECTION
At JMW we have a national team of privacy

You will need a representative office if you do

and reputation management lawyers advising

not have an office in the UK and potentially in at

on

least one EU jurisdiction if you regularly process

GDPR,

and

general

data

protection

compliance work on privacy, related litigation,

data about EU citizens.

data monetisation, freedom of information,
investigations and cyber-attacks (ensuring our

We regularly develop cutting edge strategies

client’s reputation survives).

honed through a sharp commercial instinct
to help our clients. Our client base is diverse

With the United Kingdom leaving the European

and includes such clients as Barratt Homes

Our team is regarded as one of the leading data and

Union at the end of 2020, GDPR awareness

Limited, National Audit Office, Network Rail,

information practices in the UK and our substantial

and compliance has become more important

the Metropolitan Police Authority, the Church

sector experience enables us to strike the right

than ever before. The GDPR sets standards

of England, the Port of London Authority, the

balance

for

concerning

Corporation of London, Abbey National plc,

commercial needs. We understand the complexities

data subjects in the EU. Our team of experts

the Railway Safety and Standards Board and the

involved in data protection compliance and the

regularly advice on compliance relating to

Royal Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain.

costs associated with data breaches and support our

data processed outside the EU in light of Brexit

We have also consulted with CEOP, the Home

clients in developing a solution that works for their

and are continuously developing strategies

Office and NTAC on security issues. Having a

business.

to assist clients in the best and most efficient

strong relationship with the ICO has meant that

way possible. We can act as your company’s

our handling on investigations and complaints is

We do not sit on the fence when advising on data

representative office in the UK, or in any other

highly efficient.

protection. Our approach is practical and risk-

personal

data

protection

EU jurisdiction for data protection purposes.

between

our

clients’

regulatory

and

based; to find workable solutions to often complex
data issues.
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EMPLOYMENT
JMW’s London Employment Team recognises

Moreover, in our experience, if employees have

that any new UK business is operating in a fast

a clear understanding of the mechanics of the

paced and dynamic environment. This is why we

employment relationship, and feel that there is a

make it our mission to understand our clients’

solid structure supporting how the employment

strategy, drivers and appetite for risk from the

relationship will be managed, this creates an

outset. We ensure that our advice is consistently

engaged and motivated workforce.

aligned to your specific business and is quick,
commercial and effective.

Our support is specifically designed to have an
effective, lasting and positive impact on your

We know that, as you enter a new jurisdiction,

business. We will always be on hand to provide

your workforce is your greatest asset for driving

the full-spectrum of employment and HR

success and growth. It is vital to enter the

support as you grow in the UK, whether this is

UK as a legally compliant employer and as a

introducing a new bonus scheme, or advising

business that understands and manages its staff

on a disciplinary or grievance matter – you can

in accordance with best practice, and therefore

call on us whenever you need.

attracts the best people.
If you would like to discuss this further, please do
As a first step, putting in place the right

not hesitate to reach out to one of the London

employment documentation is crucial for

employment team.

ensuring legal compliance and it is important to
get this right from the beginning.
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4. Enhanced Staff Handbook (in addition to
the legally required policies) – including:

EMPLOYMENT
DOCUMENT MENU

No – however, strongly recommended in order
to further protect your business

• IT, Social Media and Communications
System Policy;
• Equal Opportunities Policy;
• Whistleblowing Policy;
• Anti-Bribery & Corruption Policy;
• Anti-Bullying and Harassment Policy.

Document Bundles
Document

Legal Compliance?

Bundle:

What is included:

1. Standard Employment Contract* – for junior
to mid-level employees.

Yes – incorporating Section 1 Statement of
Terms and Good Work Plan requirements.

Bundle 1 – Silver

• Standard Employment Contract &
Guidance Note

*including accompanying guidance note
2. Senior Employment Contract* – for
directors and other senior or board-level
employees.
*including accompanying guidance note
3. Start-Up Staff Handbook – including:
• Disciplinary Policy;

• Start-Up Staff Handbook
Yes – in order to protect the business
in respect of its most senior employees.
Mandatory statutory director requirements
included.
Yes – designed to get your employment
processes off the ground.

Bundle 2 – Gold

• Standard Employment Contract &
Guidance Note
• Senior Employment Contract &
Guidance Note
• Start-Up Staff Handbook

• Grievance Policy;

• Standard Employment Contract &
Guidance Note

• Basic Health & Safety Policy
(if 5+ employees); and

• Senior Employment Contract &
Guidance Note

• Employee Privacy Notice.

• Enhanced Staff Handbook

34

Bundle 3 – Platinum
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WHY JMW
SOLICITORS
“In a fast moving global economy, remaining compliant with the legal landscape,
being informed and in control is more challenging than ever before”

At JMW Solicitors we are fiercely proud of our

What sets JMW apart is that our services do not

success, which is built on a solid foundation

just end with legal support; we are on hand to

of service excellence built on the needs of the

provide our business immigration clients with

individual.

bespoke services, offering banking support,
accountancy support to sourcing property

We ensure you have access to the very best

and investments. We can also provide insight

knowledge and expertise available to you in the

into UK education, culture and lifestyle for our

UK. We tailor our services to meet your goals

distinguished clients looking for a complete

on your latitude, wherever in the world you may

care package. We will not only explain how you

be, fitting them to your unique circumstances,

can make sure you are eligible and take care of

regardless of the size of your ventures or your

the details of your application, we will also help

transaction.

you invest in the UK or set up a business.
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JMW CORPORATE
TEAM

Philip Partington
Partner
Intellectual Property
E: Philip.Partington@jmw.co.uk

Dipesh Shah
Partner
Head of Corporate Immigration

Toni Vitale

D: 0203 675 7597 M: 07732 065 402

Partner
Head of Data Protection

E: Dipesh.Shah@jmw.co.uk

E: Toni.Vitale@jmw.co.uk

Martin John
Partner
Corporate and Commercial
E: Martin.John@jmw.co.uk

Anita Rai
Partner
Head of Employment
E: Anita.Rai@jmw.co.uk
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